
CARD REPORT THE GLASS MENAGERIE

Free Essay: Card Report: â€œThe Glass Menagerieâ€• Conflict The major conflict in â€œ The Glass Menagerieâ€• is
the feeling of hopelessness that each.

Laura is forgiving, noting that now the unicorn is a normal horse. Louis in  They trick themselves and they
trick us, too. Dates will be updated once new shows are scheduled by the organizer. Jim dances with her, but
in the process, he accidentally knocks over the unicorn, breaking off its horn. He usually turns to one of these
when things start to get really stressful for him at home, like when Amanda starts yelling at him. Her parents,
especially her father, make many promises to her throughout her life, and each one of them is broken or never
achieved. And still he invites us to put our money on the table, to outwit his writerly guile. At the last minute,
Laura learns the name of her caller; as it turns out, she had a devastating crush on Jim in high school. The
Unicorn d. Tom dreams of escape while working in a shoe warehouse. But what he actually seeks is an
adventure, and every evening, he goes in search of it at the movies or at the bars. As the narrator talks about
the play and the characters, the violinist softly plays a melancholic tune while the narrator takes us back in
time to his own home. Depreciation expense accounts for the loss of value of fixed assets property and
equipment. It is this fear that causes her to push Laura to become more socially accepted and popular with
others. There are many symbols and non-liner references that contribute to the development of
characterization, dramatic tensions and the narrative. In these small and dingy rooms, Amanda dreams of her
former luxuriant life. Years later, though he travels far, he finds that he is unable to leave behind guilty
memories of Laura. The story speaks to everyone who feels trapped by their own demons. This is a perfect
foreshadowing of the escape that he will eventually make. What Works: Rage Productions never disappoints
with its performances. The reality is that he never fully escapes, since he will always remember Laura. It
touches upon the subject of duty to one's family. Introduction a. Laura, on the other hand, has been allowing
her shyness to have control over and ruin her life. Laura alone seems to see things more clearly. The set,
designed by Bob Crowley, offers a symbolic take on apartment living, with table and sofa surrounded by an
inky lake that threatens to drown them. Jim then kisses her, but he quickly draws back and apologizes,
explaining that he was carried away by the moment and that he actually has a serious girlfriend. Amanda,
wearing an ostentatious dress from her glamorous youth, talks vivaciously with Jim throughout the meal.
Symbolism a. Darkness III. The Proprietary Card method of payment refers to charges made using a National
Clothing charge card. It reports the economic profitability of an organization. Also, knowing that there are all
of these tiny glass figurines is just asking for one of them to break at some point in the story. Even the
sincerest dramatic effort makes a three-card monte setup seem honest by comparison. Within these events,
there is foreshadowing leading up to each situation. She prepares an elaborate dinner and insists that Laura
wear a new dress. Resigned, Laura offers him the broken unicorn as a souvenir. Every play operates on
principles of treachery: Flimsy set pieces substitute for solid spaces; people assume names and accents other
than their own.


